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» QUALITY   
 

<VOG> 

Please welcome Caragh McLaughlin &  

Jay Sigona! 

<slide: Intro and Titles> 
 
 

<Caragh and Jay enter the stage  

from opposite sides>   
OPENING 
 
»CARAGH: 
We’re here to celebrate  
The Quality Connection! 
 
<slide: Theme> 
»JAY: 
Today we’re going to celebrate  
our business successes.  
 
»CARAGH: 
But we also want  
to celebrate the connections  
we share with one another,  
regardless of language  
or culture.  
 
Because it’s those connections  
that give the Quality brand 
it’s staying power. 
 
»JAY: 
We all know that music  
is a universal language.  
 
The video you just saw  
spoke to us for that reason.  
 
The organization that created it,  
Playing For Change --  
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<slide:Playing for change Logo> 
-- is dedicated to using music  
to create connections  
between cultures  
and people  
who don’t know one another.  
 
And they were so generous  
to let us use this video  
that fits our Quality brand -  
and our culture  
- so well. 
 
»CARAGH: 
Music can dissolve the things  
that divide us,  
build meaningful connections,  
and bring us together.  
 
That’s one reason  
we loved seeing people  
from so many different cultures  
singing the same song  
of celebration. 
 
<slide: Theme> 
»CARAGH: 
Hospitality is another  
universal connection.  
 
“Stay here.  
We want you as our guest.  
 
You’ll be welcomed here,  
taken care of, happy here.”  
 
That’s the message we send  
to every guest who stays --  
or considers staying  
-- with us. 
 
»JAY: 
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The heart of hospitality is connection.  
 
In many ways,  
what we sell  
IS connection.  
 
People travel  
to make connections  
to family and friends  
and to important events  
in their lives. 
 
»CARAGH: 
One person  
with a single note  
of “Welcome”  
or a simple “Thank you”  
can start that connection.  
 
Can BE the start  
of a chain reaction  
of connections. 
  
»JAY: 
And when they stay  
in Quality hotels,  
we connect with them  
in dozens of ways. 
ON SCREEN: Staff members 
 
»CARAGH: 
We know,  
that for many of you,  
you have a tight knit group  
of people who serve  
your property.  
 
Sometimes they’re ‘like’ family. 
 
»JAY: 
And sometimes they ARE family. 
ON SCREEN:owners through the generations 
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»CARAGH: 
In fact, sometimes,  
our Quality connections  
go deeper than anyone  
outside your hotel  
might suspect.  
 
Because sometimes  
we connect  
within the Quality family - -  
generation through generation. 
 
»JAY: 
Our guests do the same:  
passing on to their  
children and friends  
the pleasures of staying   
in Quality hotels.  
 
These connections of  
Generations of Owners  
& Generations of Guests  
guarantee that Quality  
is not only a brand for today,  
but a brand for tomorrow. 

 

 

 

Continues 


